With the Guidance of Our Quote Finder, You Will Find What You are Looking for
The task of finding is undeniably important though not an easy one. Using quote finder resources
to find the motivation to search is not something unusual. Our quotes finder resource here will
surely help you to find the right quotes to motivate you to find whatever you are looking for.
Comment: Finding and understanding your own self is like a journey.
Quote: No one can ever find himself without making a lonely journey with himself to find himself!
Author: Mehmet Murat ildan
Comment: Finding the way to become successful needs self-realization.
Quote: Balance, peace, and joy are the fruit of a successful life. It starts with recognizing your
talents and finding ways to serve others by using them.
Author: Thomas Kinkade
Comment: Without finding courage, you can’t find out life’s purpose.
Quote: My story is a freedom song of struggle. It is about finding one's purpose, how to overcome
fear, and to stand up for causes bigger than one's self.
Author: Coretta Scott King
Comment: Finding something new is easier than forgetting the past.
Quote: The difficulty does not lie in finding new ideas, but in escaping the long-outdated belief
in old ones.
Author: Jeffrey Fry
Comment: Finding yourself will make you realize your aim in life.
Quote: Life is about finding yourself. Finding yourself is about finding your ultimate goal, ultimate
passion.
Author: Debasish Mridha
Comment: You need to find a reason to change your mood.
Quote: It doesn’t matter whether you are looking for a reason to be happy or sad, you will always
find it.
Author: Kamand Kojouri
Comment: Work and life, both are all about finding the right partner.
Quote: Life is not about making dough or how many movies you can make in a year. It's about
finding someone that you can share things with.

Author: Freddie Prinze, Jr.
Comment: It’s impossible to find the most perfect person.
Quote: Stop looking for that perfect person, look at the positive sides of who you know and you
will find unexpected perfection.
Author: Joao Matos
Comment: Finding someone who understands you is easier than finding yourself.
Quote: In the end, you don't so much find yourself as you find someone who knows who you
are.
Author: Robert Brault
Comment: You need to be brave enough for finding your own self.
Quote: Whatever it takes to find the real you, don't be daunted if the rest of the world looks on
in shock.
Author: Stephen Richards
Comment: Real independence comes from finding your true self.
Quote: Be who you are, and find yourself so you can be your own person and enjoy life with no
regret.
Author: Bonnie Zackson Koury
Comment: Finding out your life partner is very important.
Quote: Finding someone to share your life with is one of the most important things a human can
do and was preached to me by my mother.
Author: Johnny Weir
Comment: Understanding what love is important, before finding your lover.
Quote: Find the love you seek, by first finding the love within yourself. Learn to rest in that place
within you that is your true home.
Author: Sri Sri Ravi Shankar
Comment: Among the things we need to find, probably love is the most difficult.
Quote: It may be an old cliche, but I think true love will last; it has no end. But finding the right
person is a very difficult thing.
Author: Bruce Forsyth
Comment: It’s essential to find out your own personal style.

Quote: I change my style maybe every month. I'm, like, punk one month, ghetto fab the next,
classy the next. I'm just young and finding out who I am.
Author: Kylie Jenner
Comment: Without finding the meaning of sorrow, you can’t understand joy.
Quote: If you are never the cause of someone's sadness, you will never have difficulties finding
happiness.
Author: Debasish Mridha
Comment: Finding fun in the future is more important than worrying about the past.
Quote: Don't dwell on what went wrong. Instead, focus on what to do next. Spend your energies
on moving forward toward finding the answer.
Author: Denis Waitley
Comment: Finding out your mistakes will help you to learn more.
Quote: We often discover what will do, by finding out what will not do; and probably he who
never made a mistake never made a discovery.
Author: Samuel Smiles
Comment: Finding out good associates will make you successful.
Quote: Finding good partners is the key to success in anything: in business, in marriage, and,
especially, in investing.
Author: Robert Kiyosaki
Comment: Finding out someone who makes you feel fulfilled is a blessing.
Quote: But there is a difference between mending someone who's broken and finding someone
who makes you complete.
Author: Jodi Picoult
It’s not easy to find your true self or the purpose of your life or your life partner. Even finding out
the right quote finder resource to feel motivated can be tough too. But motivation from the
finding quotes will only work when you really believe and search what you are truly looking for.
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